Activity 2 - Cite it right!


- Look for Activity 2: Cite it right

### Part 1. Cite a journal article

1. Click the link under Journal article: [Adaptive memory: Animacy, threat, and attention in free recall](http://www.cityu.edu.hk/lib) to access the record in CityU LibraryFind.

2. Refer to the article record in CityU LibraryFind. Identify the Author, Article title, Journal title, DOI, Volume (issue) number, Page number, and Year from the record. These elements are needed to construct the full citation of a journal article.

3. Construct the full citation of the journal article in APA style.

4. Below is an example:


   🎉 Tip 1: You may use the “Citation” feature in CityU LibraryFind to create a citation. However, you must check the accuracy of the machine-generated citation.

   🎉 Tip 2: When a digital object identifier (DOI) is available, add it at the end of the reference. DOIs are formatted the same as URLs, beginning with “https://doi.org/”. Do not add a period after the DOI.

### Part 2. Cite a web document

1. Click the link under Web document: [Anxiety disorders](http://www.cityu.edu.hk/lib) to access the website.

2. Locate the Author, Title of the website, Internet address, and Date.

3. Construct the full citation of the web document in APA style.

4. Below is an example:

   City University of Hong Kong. (2020, April 1). *Rules on academic honesty.* http://www.cityu.edu.hk/provost/academic_honesty/rules_on_academic_honesty.htm

   🎉 Tip: You may use Citefast – [https://www.citefast.com/](https://www.citefast.com/) to create a citation. However, you must check the accuracy of the machine-generated citation.